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01 CEO’s message
CGISA remains the only body in Southern Africa,
which offers an internationally accredited
corporate governance qualification.
Stephen Sadie
CEO, CGISA

As you may know CGISA belongs to two international bodies and thus

The Corporate Secretaries International Association (“CSIA”) published

benefits from international perspectives. The Chartered Governance

Climate Change and the Corporate Secretary: Influencer or Implementer?

Institute (“CGI”) published Women in the Boardroom: International

on 6 May 2021. This report analysed the results of a survey which

Governance Stocktake to coincide with international women’s day on
8 March 2021. This gave an in-depth perspective on the situation of
women in the boardroom in the nine jurisdictions that CGI covers. The
CGI divisions cover Australia, Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, New
Zealand, Singapore, South Africa, UK and Ireland, and Zimbabwe. I am
pleased to report that South Africa was placed first in the country
index ranking of the percentage global gender gap closed for each of
the nine jurisdictions at 31 December 2019. Furthermore, South
Africa was placed second after New Zealand on the national
percentage of women on boards at 2018 (https://www.cgiglobal.org/
media/avvj3gjh/women-in-the-boardroom-08-03-21-final.pdf).

explored the role of the company secretary in relation to climate
change in various jurisdictions. (PWC and CSIA) climate change
survey | Corporate Secretaries International Association (csiaorg.com).
Climate change is such a key issue for boards and the role of the
company secretary is of paramount importance. Climate change
continues to feature in various AGMs such as Standard Bank and Sasol.
Besides the allegations of corruption, the Turkish constructed
powerships will also heat the surrounding water, which will in all
probability interfere with marine life. What strikes one as absurd is the
length of the contract. These powerships are mostly used in war torn
countries for emergency power. Twenty years seems a very long time for
emergency power. South Africa is so well endowed with renewable

Although South Africa appears to be doing better than other

energy that it has missed a golden opportunity. Once again renewables

jurisdictions, we can’t afford to be complacent.

have been relegated to the sidelines.
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01 CEO’s message

(continued)

This issue of the eZine showcases two members and two students. They

Given the spate of retrenchments and pay cuts that we have experienced

indicate how our chartered qualification has helped them progress in

in the past year, this is a critical time to firm up on your qualifications.

their careers. CGISA remains the only body in Southern Africa, which

The competition is great and jobs are scarce. If you are not able to

offers an internationally accredited corporate governance qualification.

register for our qualification, we host a wide range of webinars on all

Since 2019, the institute has opened up a new route, the chartered

sorts of governance topics with some of the best presenters in their

governance professional, in addition to the well known chartered

fields. We encourage you take advantage of these webinars to firm up

secretary route. The chartered governance professional route caters for

on your knowledge and your skills.

those professionals who do not necessarily want to be company
secretaries.

I do hope you enjoy reading this issue of the eZine.

The Institute’s domain name changed from www.chartsec.co.za to
www. chartgov.co.za
Our email addresses have changed to …@chartgov.co.za
Visit our website

Formerly Chartered Secretaries Southern Africa
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e-zine advertising rates
2021
Formerly Chartered Secretaries Southern Africa

Advert Size
Size

Dimensions

1 Advert

2 to 3 Adverts
(Per Advert)

4 Adverts
(Per Advert)

Full Page

185 mm (w) × 185 mm (h)

R7 200

R6 800

R6 500

1/2 Page

185 mm (w) × 89 mm (h)

R3 750

R3 550

R3 350

1/3 Page

185 mm (w) × 57 mm (h)

R2 500

R2 300

R2 100

Banner

185 mm (w) × 35 mm (h)

R1 250

R1 050

R850

All rates include VAT and exclude production charges.
CGISA reserves the right to withhold any advertisement from publication and to cancel any advertisement order that has been accepted. CGISA
reserves the right to edit, revise or to reject - even after acceptance for publication - any advertisement deemed to be untruthful or objectionable
in subject matter or wording, discriminatory, offensive, or unsuitable for any other reason, whether space for the advertisement has been booked in
advance or not.

Deadlines
Deadlines

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Quarter 4

Publication deadline

31 March 2021

30 June 2021

30 September 2021

3 December 2021

Booking deadline

10 March 2021

11 June 2021

10 September 2021

12 November 2021

Material deadline

26 March 2021

22 June 2021

22 September 2021

26 November 2021

Circulation of 11 000
For more information email marketing@chartgov.co.za or call +27 11 551 4000
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02

Events and updates

Who does the worker on the board work for: the company or
the union?

The inclusion of employee representatives on corporate boards
has gained popularity in many parts of the world as a means
of protecting and promoting employees’ interest.
Khathutshelo Nethavhani
FCG, Member of the Technical
Committeee

The inclusion of employee representatives on corporate boards has

form of employee representation on corporate boards. Participation by a

gained popularity in many parts of the world as a means of protecting

diverse group of stakeholders in decision-making enables the company

and promoting employees’ interest. This can be attributed to the

to hear and respect stakeholders’ voices and assertions. Diversity on

proportional rise in the popularity of the enlightened shareholder value

corporate boards also improves decision-making as creativity is

approach and the pluralist approach, respectively.

increased and a wider range of possible solutions is developed that may

These approaches can best be explained by comparing them with the

yield better results. The argument against diversification is that it may

traditional

shareholder-orientated

approach,

which

holds

that

lead to a higher level of factionalism and conflict compared with more

corporates exist to serve only the interests of shareholders. The

homogeneous groups.

enlightened shareholder approach requires boards to prioritise

The amendment of the Companies Act to compel firms to include

shareholder interests and only consider the interests of other
stakeholders if it does not diminish the board’s focus on shareholders’
interests.

employee representatives on their boards has become topical. This may
be interpreted as statutory intervention to compel companies to move
from the traditional shareholder-orientated approach to either the

The pluralist approach holds that co-operative and productive

enlightened shareholder value approach or a pluralist approach. It may

relationships will only be optimised if boards are required to balance

also be understood as a desire to compel the diversification of corporate

sometimes competing interests of various stakeholders.

boards.

The enlightened shareholder value approach and the pluralist approach

An inevitable tension exists between the duty representative directors

are ordinarily accompanied by a shared governance system that grants

owe to the nominator, and the fiduciary duties they owe to the company.

employees formal authority in corporate decision-making, often in the

Given the “worker-controlled” character of trade unions, the proposed
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02

Events and updates (continued)
Who does the worker on the board work for: the company or
the union?

amendment to the act may elevate tensions beyond manageable

Representative directors have always been in the dilemma that they

measure unless a flexible approach is adopted to director duties for

must discharge the fiduciary duties they owe to the company while also

representative directors.

being expected by the nominator to carry out the duty of representing
the interests of the nominator. This dilemma is heightened if the

Director duties
As in many other jurisdictions, SA law has always recognised
representative directors – a person who is appointed by nominators to
represent their interests on the board. Financial institutions appoint

nominators are trade unions, which operate based on membership
consultation and presentation of a collective view irrespective of
individual views on a particular issue.

representative directors to debtor companies to safeguard their

In the 1980 case of Fisheries Development Corporation of SA vs

interests, for example, and holding companies appoint representative

Jorgensen, the courts observed that despite that directors may be

directors to represent them on subsidiaries’ boards. Though the move to

representing the interests of a nominator, they are legally obliged to

include employee representation in our statutory books is new in SA,

serve the interests of the company to the exclusion of the interests of

some local companies have in fact been doing so for years.

their nominator. The court held that a director may not serve two masters

In the 1991 case of Howard vs Herrigel a court held that “it is unhelpful
and even misleading to classify company directors as executive or

as this gives rise to conflicting loyalties, and that it is the interests of the
company, and not the nominator, that are paramount.

nonexecutive for the purpose of ascertaining their duties to the company

The duty to act in the best interests of the company may often overlap

or when specific affirmative action is required of them”. This has since

with the interests of organised labour in that both would want to see

been consistently cited with approval by the courts to support the view

the company succeeding and remaining in business. Therefore, the

that all directors of the company have similar duties to the company

representative director may be able to manage the tension in this regard.

regardless of how they were appointed.

However, the duty to act with unfettered discretion or independent

The effect of this is that representative directors owe identical fiduciary
duties to the company as any other director. The types of common law
fiduciary duties that are partially codified in section 76 of the act are:

judgment is far more difficult to manage. While it is legally acceptable
for representative directors to consult with their nominators, they are
still required to exercise unfettered discretion or independent judgment
regardless of the nominators’ views. A representative director may only



to act in good faith;



to act in the best interests of the company;



to exercise power for proper purpose;



to act with an unfettered discretion/independent judgment;

Independent judgment



to act within their powers; and

As trade unions are ordinarily “worker controlled”, they operate on the



to avoid conflicts of interest.

basis of membership consultation and presentation of a collective view

consider the views of the nominator if they are aligned to what he or she
believes to be in the best interests of the company.

irrespective of individual views on the issue. Viewed in the context of
the duty to act with unfettered discretion or independent judgment, this
could place a representative director in an untenable position.
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02

Events and updates (continued)
Who does the worker on the board work for: the company or
the union?

The debate about the inclusion of employees’ representatives on corporate boards should be extended to cover the idea of affording representative
directors flexibility regarding their fiduciary duties, as is the case with Australian, New Zealand and English law.
The inclusion of employee representatives on corporate boards therefore should be accompanied by amendments to the act to include the
equivalence of section 173 of the UK Companies Act of 2006, which excuses representative directors from the duty to exercise independent
judgment in accordance with an agreement duly entered into by the company that restricts the future exercise of discretion by its directors, or in a
way authorised by the company’s constitution.
Unless the act is amended as suggested, the inclusion of employees’ representatives on corporate boards may not yield full benefits. In certain
instances, it may even give rise to ceremonial appointments.
This article first appeared in Business Day on 18 May 2021.
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Events and updates (continued)
CGISA Webinars

The health and well-being of our students, members, event and course attendees, and employees is a key priority for the CGISA. We continue to
monitor the evolving Coronavirus (COVID-19) landscape closely. Until we can host face-to-face seminars once again, CGISA is only offering
webinar events. These have proven to be very successful with a wide array of presenters and topics. Anyone can attend our webinars which are
offered at very economical rates. We also offer free webinars from time to time so do look out for these too.

To view a list of recorded webinars available for purchase click here.
You can obtain a copy of these recordings if you have not yet logged your CPD hours.
Click here to access the recording order form.

Lockdown?
No problem.
There’s no reason to miss
the next CGISA webinar.

WEBINAR

Key Dates for Students Registered for First Semester Exams


17 May to 21 May 2021 May Examinations



17 May to 28 May 2021 Illness and Bereavement Postponements



2 July 2021 May Exam Results Release

Second semester registration for the CGISA qualification opens on 2 July 2021. Email students@chartgov.co.za for enquiries.
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Can’t leave your house? No problem.
There’s no reason to miss the next CGISA webinar.

You can be part of a CGISA webinar from the comfort of your home. All you need to benefit
from a CGISA webinar is a computer or tablet, a reliable internet connection and an insatiable
curiosity for good governance developments. Be safe. Be informed. Visit www.chartgov.co.za

Formerly Chartered Secretaries Southern Africa
WEBINARS 2020/2021
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Hours

21 May 2021

The risk-based approach of the Financial Intelligence Centre
Amendment Act

Khathutshelo Nethavhani

09:00-11:00

2 hours

25 May 2021

Financial assistance to directors and subsidiaries

Richard De La Harpe

09:00-11:00

2 hours

27 May 2021

Board evaluations

Pat Mahony

09:00-11:30

2.5 hours

31 May 2021

Tax fringe benefits

Carmen Westermeyer

09:00-11:00

2 hours

1 June 2021

King IV™ practical workshop

Lindelwa Mngomezulu

09:00-12:00

3 hours

3 June 2021

PoPI: Are you compliant?

Neil Kirby

09:00-11:00

2 hours

8 June 2021

Board inductions: a practical guide

Alice Mathew

09:00-10:30

1.5 hours

10 June 2021

The Company Secretary’s Role in Practising Good Governance

Pat Mahony

09:00-12:00

3 hours

22 June 2021

What a company secretary should know about climate change

Cathie Lewis

09:00-10:30

1.5 hours

24 June 2021

Latest developments in integrated reporting that you need to know

Leigh Roberts

09:00-10:00

1 hours
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Drive Excellence
With Nasdaq Governance Solutions

Board Portal
Technology

Board
Engagement Experts

ESG Reporting &
Data Management

Nasdaq
Boardvantage®

Board & CEO
Evaluations

Nasdaq
OneReport

Our trusted technology solutions, consulting resources, expert insights, and award-winning service
can help you drive excellence and advance your organization’s governance practices.

Contact Nasdaq Governance Solutions to learn more.
CorporateSolutions@nasdaq.com
@NasdaqCorpGov
Nasdaq Governance Solutions
www.nasdaq.com
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From the Technical
Adviser’s Desk

The importance of continuous professional development

“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can
use to change the world” – Nelson Mandela

Sabrina Paxton
CGISA Technical Adviser

This quote sums up the importance of continuous learning. Learning

breadth of its webinar offerings. Webinars are held on a vast array of

should be viewed as a lifelong commitment and should not end once a

topics of interest to both members and students and seek to promote

person has obtained a qualification or has established a career. The

continuous professional development and learning. Pre-examination

world is constantly changing, and with that, innovation and upskilling

webinars are targeted at students and enable important revision of

are essential to ensure relevance and continuity. If we look at the impact

subjects prior to the examination sitting.

of Covid-19, companies and professionals needed to quickly adapt to a
new normal, which predominantly elevated digital innovation and
technology. Company secretaries and governance professionals needed
to learn new ways of conducting AGMs on a virtual platform, whilst
ensuring that all legal requirements were complied with. Navigating
online AGMs successfully required learning how virtual platforms work
and this necessitated a level of upskilling in the digital landscape.

Another way in which CGISA promotes continuous learning is through
its thought leadership initiatives. Publications produced by CGISA,
including boardroom, eZine, the technical newsletter and best practice
guides, are aimed at providing up-to-date and relevant content to keep
members, students and the public abreast of developments in the
corporate governance landscape. International thought leadership
papers, to which CGISA is a contributor, enables members and students

One of the roles of CGISA is to ensure that members and students are

to gain an understanding of international best practice. The recent CGI

kept abreast of new developments and are continuously upskilled in

thought leadership paper on Women in the boardroom, painted a

areas that affect the role of company secretaries, governance

positive picture of efforts being undertaken in South Africa to improve

professionals and tax practitioners. Though seminars are no longer

diversity on boards. Reading these publications will contribute to the

being held due to safety protocols, CGISA has increased the depth and

continuous learning journey of all members and students.
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From the Technical
Adviser’s Desk (continued)

The importance of continuous professional development

Continuous professional development is mandatory for all members of CGISA, who are required to log their CPD hours. This is a way of ensuring
that members do not fall behind in their learning journey, which contributes to their success in this demanding profession. Belonging to CGISA, as
the professional body for company secretaries and governance professionals, strengthens adherence to ethical conduct.
We encourage all students, who are on their path to becoming company secretaries and governance professionals, to dedicate themselves to
continuous professional development and to embrace this as a lifelong journey. Members and students of CGISA are indeed capable and equipped
to change the world through the promotion of good governance within their respective environments.
To view all upcoming webinars, please visit the following link:
https://www.chartsec.co.za/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=165&Itemid=34
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04

Meet our Members

It is also stimulating that my work brings me into contact
with so many people from all parts of the business.
Han-Hsiu (Sue) Hsieh (FCG),
Company Secretary and
Corporate Legal Advisor, York
Timber Holdings Limited

Pathway to studying CGISA

Career and work

I am a second-generation immigrant from Taiwan. I came to South Africa

My job entails a range of tasks not restricted to corporate governance. It

the day I turned 10. I studied LLB at the University of Pretoria and was in

ranges from overseeing the company’s efficient administration and legal

legal practice for seven years. I was admitted as an attorney and

compliance to providing advice on the conduct of the business and

conveyancer in 2007. I am currently working at York Timber Holdings

project management. I also need to know my way around everything

Limited where I have been since 2012.

from employment law to environmental impact assessments.

CGISA qualification

I enjoy applying analytical thinking to achieve the most efficient and

I admire peers who further their qualifications to enhance their
knowledge base and keep improving their skillsets. It is important for me
to achieve and gain the best qualifications in the field in which I invest
myself. The CGISA meets that requirement for me.

desirable outcomes. I also enjoy the creative aspects of my work such as
producing the integrated annual report process, right from design
concept to completion. Often in law, you do not see the results in
material form but with integrated annual reports, you have something
concrete to show and it brings all aspects of business to life in a visual

Achieving an international qualification distinguishes you from many of

way. It is also stimulating that my work brings me into contact with so

your peers. It also formally recognises offerings and abilities gained in

many people from all parts of the business. My greatest challenge from

the course of one’s career.

day to day is not being able to mentally switch off from work.
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04

Meet our Members (continued)

Views on the role of the Chartered Secretary or Governance Professional in today’s workplace
I view the role as the anchor of the organisation.
Inspirational anecdotes
Throughout high school, I used to get 100% for my speeches in Afrikaans. Sometimes I recited them without knowing exactly what I was saying! By
the time I got to practise, I could understand court pleadings in Afrikaans. Being an immigrant and learning the culture and languages of South
Africans has given me a unique experience. Language should not be a barrier but a motivation for you to understand better. Diversity is about the
diversity of perspective.
Leisure time
I enjoy barre fitness, hunting for the Art Décor piece of furniture I never knew I needed and spending time with my Chows, Cici and Chi Chi. I am
also a closet movie aficionado!
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Meet our Members (continued)

My view is that the role of a Chartered Secretary
or a Governance Professional in the workplace
should not be optional but a must.
Busisiwe Mkhize
(GradCG), Company
Secretary, National Metrology
Institute of South Africa

Pathway to studying CGISA

my appointment as Manager: Governance where I was responsible for

I completed a Bachelor of Technology Degree specialising in Economics

providing secretarial and governance support to all AGSA governance

Management Analysis in 2007 at the Tshwane University of Technology.

structures including developing and maintenance of the AGSA

After completion of my studies I worked in the finance environment for

Governance and Management approval frameworks.

11 years between 2007-2018. I joined the Auditor-General of South

I am currently the Company Secretary of the National Metrology Institute

Africa (“AGSA”) in 2013 as an Accounts Receivable Specialist and was

of South Africa (“NMISA”).

seconded to assist in the office of the CFO as an assistant personal
assistant where my love for secretary and executive assistant developed.
I was introduced to the world of secretaryship when I was assisting with
organising meetings, taking minutes at centre meetings, compiling of
committee packs for the CFO and managing CFO’s diary.

CGISA qualification
I strongly believe that ethical conduct is the foundation of each and
every company’s success and one should never have to compromise on
being ethical. Governance and ethics go hand in hand and being in
possession of the CGISA qualification affords me an opportunity to

Post qualifying as a Company Secretary and Governance Specialist in

continuously apply both principles.

December 2018 I moved within AGSA to the office of the Company

Whether one is an admitted attorney or a chartered accountant, the

Secretary where I worked initially as assistant to the Senior Manager:

CGISA qualification is the most appropriate for a Company Secretary as

Governance and Company Secretary Office between 2019-2021 before

it places the focus on governance, risk and compliance.
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Meet our Members (continued)

Career and work
My current job entails providing governance advisory to the board and day-to-day running of the office of the Company Secretary.
I enjoy the fact that my work is not predictable, it keeps me on my toes as each day brings about new challenges which in return gives me an
opportunity to constantly read, research and look for practical solutions.
View on the role of the Chartered Secretary or Governance Professional in today’s workplace
My view is that the role of a Chartered Secretary or a Governance Professional in the workplace should not be optional but a must.
Inspirational anecdotes
Everything you want is waiting for you on the other side of CONSISTENCY. Don’t stop keep moving and be consistent...
Leisure time
I enjoy spending my leisure time with my family, outdoor activities and cooking.
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ARE YOU ORGANISED ENOUGH to fulfil the role
of a company secretary or governance professional?

AVERAGE

GOOD

VERY GOOD

EXCELLENT

Whether you think you have the qualities or you’re not sure,
isn’t important. What is important to us at the CGISA, is that
you can visualise yourself as the person who provides
support to the chairperson, such as by arranging and
managing board meetings and ensuring that they are
conducted in line with good governance principles. If you
see yourself there, we have a range of courses that will get
you there.

Visit www.chartgov.co.za to get started
Tel: +27 11 551 4000 | Email: students@chartgov.co.za
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Students in the Spotlight

The CGISA qualification provides an
academic platform to equip individuals with
necessary tools to gear up for the modern world.
Thabo Masilo
Accounts and Administration
Supervisor, Asia Minerals
South Africa (Pty) Ltd

Pathway to studying CGISA
I established my career in the mining industry in 2009, where I have
acquired practical experience in Project Accounting, Finance and
Accounting in general. I have a Financial Management Degree and a
Project Management Certificate. I am currently pursuing the CGISA
qualification to enhance my practical skills in Corporate Governance
and Company Secretaryship. I am working for a manganese mining
multinational company.
CGISA qualification
I would recommend the qualification to passionate and dedicated
professionals working in the Accounting, Legal and Compliance field.
The CGISA qualification provides an academic platform to equip
individuals with necessary tools to gear up for the modern world.
I am fortunate to be led by a mentor and supervisor who strongly believes
in continuous professional development and encourages growth within
the organisation. Choosing a path with the CGISA qualification was
made easy.
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Career and work
In my current role as a supervisor, I am responsible for project accounting,
cost controlling, monitoring mining operations costs and all relevant
financial reporting for the company shareholding group structures. I also
prepare annual financial statements, monthly financial and management
accounting records in accordance with statutory and company
requirements. I liaise with Auditors, Lawyers and Tax advisors to ensure
that statutory requirements are met.
View on the role of the Chartered Secretary or Governance
Professional in today’s workplace
More than ever, the role of Chartered Secretaries and Governance
Professionals is gaining an immense recognition in a sense that it is
becoming an indication of the organisation’s commitment to complying
with set regulations.
Inspirational anecdotes
Dedication, patience and hard work are key in a professional
environment. Always aspire for the greater and better being to contribute
positively towards your career.
Leisure time
Movie nights with my family lazing around the couch over popcorn and
drinks are the best moments I forever cherish.
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Students in the
Spotlight (continued)

I have realised that I want to make a difference at the
source, getting involved in how companies govern
to prevent issues being laid out at Court.
Joe Malherbe
Managing Director, Circle
Chambers Group of Advocates

Pathway to studying CGISA
After matriculating in 2003, and a brief studying period in Engineering,
I found my true passion in law. In 2011, I had completed both my LLB and
LLM (cum laude).
I then did a year of articles and completed the Attorney admission
examinations.
In early 2013 I joined the Pretoria Society of Advocates and, by
November 2013, completed the Bar examination (General Council of the
Bar SA).
Since my admission as Advocate in 2013, I focus on the following fields
of law – Company, Insolvency, Administrative, Environmental, Medical
and Construction.
I am also the Managing Director of Circle Chambers Group of Advocates
that consists of around 130 practising advocates.
CGISA qualification
The CGISA qualification sparks and develops creative thinking and
enables one to become an asset to respective corporations.

Career and work
What I enjoy from my career is also the most significant challenge – no
two matters are the same, and you remain an eternal student in law as
your knowledge grows.
I work in all areas related to commercial litigation, however, I have a
vested interest in corporate governance, administrative law (POPI,
PAJA, PAIA, etc.) and the inner workings of businesses.
View on the role of the Chartered Secretary or Governance
Professional in today’s workplace
They are counterbalancing influences by which an organisation or
system is regulated.
Inspirational anecdotes
The more you learn, the more you realise how little you know and how
much you still need to learn. It’s a humble profession, by nature.
Leisure time
Spending time with my family, reading and enjoying the great outdoors.

In litigation, one deals with problems after the fact of the matter. I have
realised that I want to make a difference at the source, getting involved
in how companies govern to prevent issues being laid out at Court.
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Students in the
Spotlight (continued)

Mentor Donations – PBO NO 930010692
The Mentor Trust has been offering bursaries to our students for the past 30 years. Marshall Murton, Past CGISA International President and
Past CGI President, is actively involved with the Trust since its formation 30 years ago. The Trust relies on the benevolence of companies
and members to assist those disadvantaged students that would like to study for our qualification but simply cannot afford to do so.
It is our belief that by giving financial assistance in the form of a bursary, we are adding a vital ingredient to a candidate’s academic success.
Sars has granted us tax exemption status enabling us to receive donations and we are able to issue certificates in this regard. For enquiries
email jennifer@chartgov.co.za
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CGISA Technical
support package
 Technical Newsletter – 11 editions (electronic)

 Discounts on conferences, webinars and CPD seminars

 Boardroom – the Institute’s quarterly journal

 Information mailers sent out weekly

 eZine – the Institute’s quarterly eMagazine

 Best practice guides

 Access by e-mail to the Institute’s Technical Adviser

The Technical Adviser is Sabrina Paxton. Sabrina is an attorney and obtained her LLB (Cum Laude) and her LLM from the University
of Johannesburg. She has worked in private practice with KR Incorporated, and has also worked in the company secretarial
department of Business Partners Limited. Sabrina has worked as a legal consultant specialising in corporate and commercial law.
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